
1. Introduction
The injection of fluids into the Earth—be it for CO2 sequestration, enhanced geothermal systems, or oil and 
gas operations—is known to induce earthquakes (Ellsworth, 2013; Keranen et al., 2013; Raleigh et al., 1976). 
Minimizing induced seismicity requires an understanding of what causes a fault to begin to slip, the mechanisms 
driving the transition from aseismic to seismic slip (i.e., initiation of dynamic rupture), and how large the result-
ing seismic event will grow (i.e., how far dynamic rupture is sustained). These factors help inform the maximum 
event magnitude and potential for runaway ruptures. This study explores how background stress levels affect the 
initiation and termination of fluid-induced ruptures using a 3 m rock experiment.

Fluid injection field experiments on the decameter scale highlight the important role of induced aseismic slip in 
the initiation of induced seismicity. Results from Guglielmi, Cappa, et al. (2015) show that fluid injection primar-
ily induced aseismic slip. They observed microseismicity as a by-product of aseismic slip rather than directly 
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was broadly consistent with a Coulomb failure stress, but that initiation of dynamic rupture required additional 
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Plain Language Summary Humans can create earthquakes on natural faults by injecting fluids 
underground. However, details regarding what factors affect these earthquakes are not fully understood. We 
conducted laboratory experiments on 3 m blocks of rock that slip similar to a natural fault. Our experiments 
investigated how the initiation and overall size of earthquakes differed when fluid was pumped into a critically 
loaded fault (nearly ready to host an earthquake) versus a fault that was less critical. In the near-critical case, 
earthquakes occurred quickly and ruptured the entire fault. These earthquakes required fluid pressure to start 
the earthquake, but then were sustained by energy already present in the rock rather than due to fluid pressure. 
However, when the fault was not critical, earthquakes could only initiate after fluid pressure caused silent slip to 
redistribute significant amounts of shear stress from within the fluid pressurized area to the surrounding areas. 
When stress had redistributed enough that the surrounding areas reached a critical state, an earthquake initiated, 
but it did not rupture very far and remained small. Our experiments agree with recently published computer 
simulations that illustrate how induced earthquakes are strongly affected by the levels of preexisting stress in 
the rock.
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induced by fluid injection. Villiger et al. (2021) observed four clusters of seismicity, one of which was triggered 
by aseismic slip. Aseismic slip redistributed stress between fracture planes which initiated a cluster of seismicity 
that was otherwise unaffected by fluid injection.

Modeling studies found background stress levels are important for the characterization of induced seismicity. 
Galis et al. (2017) used linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) models to simulate induced events and found 
the rupture arrest and the transition to runaway rupture (the point at which rupture is fueled by the background 
stress on the fault rather than changes due to fluid injection) were governed by friction parameters and back-
ground fault stress state. In a similar study, Larochelle et al. (2021) presented a model that extended results from 
Guglielmi, Cappa, et al. (2015) and found that low frictional strength levels (relative to initial stress) promoted 
acceleration of slip to dynamic levels. Models created by Wynants-Morel et al. (2020) focused on aseismic slip 
and the resulting micro-seismicity. They found that background stress levels affected the extent and amplitude of 
induced aseismic slip. They highlighted the importance of increased shear stress caused by induced aseismic slip 
since they found the seismicity front follows the shear stress front rather than the fluid pressure front. Yang and 
Dunham (2021) studied aseismic slip during fluid injection into a 2D velocity strengthening fault and accounted 
for coupled slip-induced porosity and permeability changes. Despite changes in flow properties, they found that 
fluid injection induced a steadily expanding aseismic slip front and the migration rate of the slip front was 
affected by background stress levels. When background stress levels were high (i.e., the fault was closer to failure) 
the aseismic slipping patch grew faster than at lower stress levels.

Laboratory studies have found that fluid injected directly onto the fault can induce slip and, in some cases, 
unstable, dynamic slip. In laboratory experiments on small, cm-sized samples (smaller than the critical nucle-
ation length scale, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴

∗ ), the stability of the sample is primarily controlled by the stiffness of loading frame 
(Dieterich,  1978; Mclaskey & Yamashita,  2017). Stiff loading systems result in stable sliding. Using a stiff 
loading system, Wang et al. (2020) found that fluid injection pressurization rate plays a more important role in 
induced slip than just injection pressure. Similarly, Scuderi and Collettini (2018) studied the frictional properties 
of a slow slipping system and compared slip acceleration to rate-and-state frictional properties to conclude that 
heterogeneous fluid diffusion along the thickness of a gouge layer significantly affects slip behavior. Passelègue 
et al. (2018) looked at fluid injection into a tight fault. They studied the effect of fluid pressurization rate and, to 
a lesser extent, background stress levels to find that, in the presence of significant stress heterogeneities, overall 
slip deviated from the expected failure criteria. Similar experiments conducted later (Passelègue et al., 2020) 
found that the speed of induced slip depended on the energy stored along the fault. Rutter and Hackston (2017) 
compared experiments performed with high and low bulk permeability samples and found that low permeability 
samples deviated from effective stress law and required overpressure to initiate slip. Cebry and McLaskey (2021) 
injected fluid into a 760 mm-long plastic sample that was larger than 𝐴𝐴 𝐴

∗ and found that the speed of induced slip 
(slow and aseismic vs. fast and seismic) and the number of small seismic events increased with increasing normal 
stress and injection rate. Gori et al. (2021) also used cm-long plastic samples and found that fast injection rates 
triggered dynamic rupture at a lower injection pressure and with a smaller nucleation process. Li et al. (2021) 
related small-scale experiments to natural faults and found that background stress state plays an important role in 
determining the maximum moment magnitude.

In the current work, we aim to fill in the gap between modeling, small laboratory fault studies, and decameter 
scale field studies using a 3 m laboratory granite/granite fault. The sample is instrumented with arrays of sensors 
to directly observe the spatial distribution of slip and stress changes associated with fluid-induced slow and 
dynamic slip. Additionally, the sample is large enough that the observed slip behavior—fast versus slow slip, 
confined versus runaway ruptures—is largely independent of apparatus stiffness or sample boundaries.

In this paper, we will describe friction and the initiation and termination of rupture using a simplified framework 
based on linear slip weakening friction (e.g., Andrews, 1976; Ida, 1972) and LEFM (e.g., Galis et  al., 2017; 
Paglialunga et al., 2022). In this framework, a fault has a peak frictional strength 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak , a residual frictional strength, 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual , and an initial stress, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 . A fault patch will begin to slip if shear stress, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 ≥ 𝐴𝐴peak (Hubbert & Rubey, 1959), 
but the slip may be slow and aseismic. The initiation of dynamic rupture requires additional criteria to be met. For 
example, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 may have to exceed 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak on a region that is at least as large as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴

∗ (Dieterich, 1992; Rice, 1993; Uenishi 
& Rice, 2003). Additional initiation criteria with time-dependent and/or rate-dependent properties are also likely 
required (Guérin-Marthe et al., 2019; Kaneko et al., 2016; Kato et al., 1992; McLaskey, 2019).
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Once dynamic rupture has initiated, we consider the rupture propagation and termination to be similar to a prop-
agating crack using a LEFM framework (Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014) where the “fuel” which sustains dynamic 
rupture is the excess elastic energy stored in the system which can be linked to the fault overstress, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 − 𝐴𝐴residual 
(Ke et al., 2018). Once initiated, rupture can be stopped by propagating into a region where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 < 𝐴𝐴residual (Kammer 
et al., 2015; Ke et al., 2021) or by reaching an “barrier” with high strength (large 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak ) and/or high fracture energy 
(Bayart et al., 2016, 2018). Considering the LEFM framework described above, injection of fluid affects the 
conditions under which slip begins, dynamic rupture initiates, and slip (aseismic or dynamic) terminates. When 
fluid is injected into a fault or shear zone, it increases pore fluid pressure, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f , in a region we term the pressurized 
zone. An increase in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f decreases effective normal stress, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴n,effective . Assuming a simplified Coulomb friction 
model (Scholz, 2002), lower effective normal stress decreases 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual , but does not affect 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 . Lowering 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak such that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak ≤ 𝐴𝐴0 will cause slip to begin. Lowering 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak in a large enough region, or at a fast enough 
rate, can cause dynamic rupture to initiate. Lowering 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual provides more fuel for sustaining dynamic rupture. 
However, if the pressurized zone is small, this will do little to affect the overall size of the rupture.

In this study we loaded a 3 m long granite/granite fault to three different 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 levels relative to estimated friction 
strength 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual while applied normal stress was held constant. We then injected water directly onto the 
fault at a constant rate and allowed the water to diffuse freely while the resulting slip and strain were measured. 
In each case, fluid injection caused aseismic slip at the location of fluid injection, and after continued injection, 
slip accelerated to dynamic speeds. In the case of high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , the transition from stable to dynamic slip occurred just 
a few seconds after high injection pressures were achieved and ruptured beyond the pressurized region. In the 
case of low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , the transition to dynamic slip did not happen until hundreds of seconds later and slip was confined 
to the region perturbed by fluid injection. In all cases, aseismic slip redistributed shear stress to neighboring 
fault patches until the fault was favorable for rupture. However, the extent and amplitude of stress redistribution 
required was significantly more in the low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 case.

In agreement with previous studies, we found that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 strongly influenced the resulting induced seismicity. Unique 
from the modeling studies, we found that though slip began when local 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 exceeded 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak , initiation of dynamic 
slip required more stringent conditions. In all cases aseismic slip occurred prior to the initiation of dynamic slip, 
which suggests that this slow slip, or the ensuing elastic stress redistribution, was required for the dynamic event 
to fully initiate, even when 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 was high.

Estimates of the on-fault fluid pressure indicate that, for high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , aseismic slip quickly expanded beyond the 
pressurized zone. For the case of low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , the aseismically slipping region more closely tracked the slow expan-
sion of the fluid-pressurized zone. Regardless of whether aseismic slip exceeded the pressurized region or not, 
aseismic slip elastically redistributed shear stress from within the slipping region to locked fault patches that were 
otherwise unaffected by a change in fluid pressure. In the low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 case, this elastic stress redistribution eventually 
allowed dynamic slip to initiate and rupture beyond the pressurized region, but was ultimately limited by the 
extent of elastic stress redistribution. In cases where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 was initially above 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual , dynamic slip ruptured through 
the entire sample, far beyond the pressurized region.

2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Apparatus and Sample

Two Barre granite blocks, collectively referred to as the sample, were loaded in a direct shear biaxial appara-
tus as shown in Figure 1. The moving block is 3.10 × 0.81 × 0.30 m (x, y, and z) and the stationary block is 
3.15 × 0.61 × 0.30 m (x, y, and z). The simulated fault is a 3.10 × 0.30 m interface in the x-z plane. The m-scale 
granite fault allows space to observe the complex development of aseismic and dynamic slip. Granite can be 
considered relatively impermeable over the time scales in this study, which limits changes in fluid pressure to the 
fault interface. The two sample halves were pressed together using an 18 × 2 array of hydraulic cylinders from 
x = 0 m to x = 3.10 m that apply a constant sample-average normal stress, 𝐴𝐴 𝜎𝜎n , to the simulated fault in the -y 
direction. Sample average shear stress, 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏SA , on the interface was applied in the positive x direction using a 6 × 3 
array of hydraulic cylinders at x = 0 m. This will be referred to as the “forcing end” and is where external shear 
stress is applied. The granite surfaces that make up the interface have been machined flat and a thin gouge layer 
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has been allowed to build up through approximately 50 mm of slip during experiments on a dry granite/granite 
fault at an average normal stress of 7 MPa.

The fluid injection experiments presented in this paper were conducted on a wet fault surface. Water was first 
poured along the fault when it was held at a low sample-average fault normal stress, 𝐴𝐴 𝜎𝜎n  < 100 kPa. This water was 
allowed to seep into the fault until water was observed on the bottom of the sample, indicating the water had pene-
trated the entire thickness of the sample. During the experiments, conducted at 𝐴𝐴 𝜎𝜎n  = 4 MPa, a high-performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC) pump was used to inject water at a constant rate of 10 mL/m through a 0.01 m 
diameter hole in the stationary block directly onto the fault at z = 0.15 m depth, and x = 2.33 m from the forcing 
end as described in Figure 1d. This normal stress and injection rate were chosen based on the pressure capacity of 
the HPLC water injection pump, to optimize the timing of the experiment, and for direct comparisons to previous 
measurements of earthquake initiation without fluids (McLaskey, 2019).

In a separate experiment, an additional 0.40 × 0.01 m (x and z) trough, cut into the face of the stationary block 
centered at x = 1.60 m and z = 0.15 m, was used to conduct a shut-in test to determine hydraulic properties of 
the fault. To perform the shut-in test, water was injected through the trough directly onto a wet, but unpressurized 
fault. Fluid pressure was allowed to build up in the trough and injection well. Once the injection well pressure 
began to increase rapidly and reached MPa-level pressures, injection was stopped. Pressure in the well decreased 
as fluid diffused freely along the fault, providing an estimate of fault diffusivity.

During all experiments the top, bottom, and sides (z = 0 m, z = 0.3 m, x = 0 m, and x = 3.1 m) of the fault inter-
face were left open to atmospheric pressure similar to previous cm-to m-scale laboratory experiments (Cebry & 
McLaskey, 2021; Gori et al., 2021; Lockner et al., 1982), since common methods of jacketing and adding confin-
ing pressure are not feasible for 3 m long samples.

Figure 1. Schematic of Cornell 3 m biaxial apparatus and samples. (a) Photograph of apparatus. (b) Plan view of apparatus. Colored squares indicate slip sensors and 
circles indicate strain gauges. Sensors are numbered 1–16 from north to south (left to right in schematic). Normal stress is applied through hydraulic cylinders (depicted 
as yellow rectangles) on the east side of the sample from x = 0–3.10 m. Shear stress is applied to the forcing end through hydraulic cylinders on the north side of the 
sample at x = 0 m. (c) Section C-C shows a cross section of the sample face. During experiments, water was injected through the hole at x = 2.33 m. On-fault water 
pressure was measured both in the injection well and in the trough at x = 1.8 m. (d) Section D-D shows a cross section of the injection well. Water was injected directly 
onto the fault interface.
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2.2. Instrumentation

Fluid pressure in the injection well and monitoring trough were measured using Omega PX309 series pressure 
transducers. 𝐴𝐴 𝜎𝜎n and 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏SA were calculated from hydraulic pressure measured in the 18 × 2 and 6 × 3 array of cylin-
ders, respectively. Precision of pressure measurements was ∼1 kPa. Eddy current displacement sensors were used 
to measure local fault slip along the top (z = 0.3 m) of the simulated fault at 16 locations (E1–E16) as shown by 
the colored squares in Figure 1b. These sensors measure displacement (0.15 micron precision), between a probe 
glued to the stationary block and a target glued to the moving block. Local shear strain was measured using 16 
semiconductor strain gauge pairs (S1–S16) glued at y = 7 mm from the simulated fault on top of the moving block 
(colored circles in Figure 1b). Strain was converted to stress assuming a shear modulus of 30 GPa. Strain gauges 
and associated exposed wiring were covered in wax to prevent them from getting wet and electrically shorting due 
to the injected water that occasionally leaked out of the top trace of the fault.

Data from pressure and displacement sensors were recorded continuously at 50 kHz on a 20-channel digitizer 
then averaged to 5 kHz to reduce high-frequency noise. The strain data was simultaneously recorded at 1 MHz. 
The continuous strain data was then averaged to 1 kHz while a 1 s window of data around each stick-slip event 
was averaged to 100 kHz.

2.3. Experimental Procedure

Table  1 lists a summary of three experiments reported here. All experiments were conducted by applying 
𝐴𝐴 𝜎𝜎n  = 4 MPa, held approximately constant for the duration of the experiment by simply closing a valve. At the 

beginning of the experiment, to establish the strength levels 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual , we created three sample-spanning 
dynamic rupture events (“complete-rupture” stick-slip events) by manually pumping fluid into the 6 × 3 array 
of hydraulic cylinders, at a rate of roughly 0.03 MPa/s. These events, triggered solely by an application of exter-
nally applied shear stress are referred to as “shear-triggered” events. After three events, 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏SA was increased to 
a prescribed level, 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏0 , and held constant. Then, water was injected directly into the fault at a constant rate of 
10 mL/min. Slip events that occurred due to an increase in fluid pressure are referred to as “fluid-triggered” 
events. Experiments were conducted with water, apparatus, and samples at approximately 21°C and ambient 
room humidity.

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Summary

Figure 2 shows the experimental data from Case A (high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , orange), B (moderate 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , green), and C (low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , blue) 
overlaid for comparison. The data is time shifted so the peak injection fluid pressure is at t = 0 s. Slip and shear 
stress measurements, measured by sensors located at the top of the sample (z = 0.3 m), are offset by the sensor 
location along the fault. 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏0 was set to various levels at the start of experiments, as shown by the different 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏SA levels 
at t = −5 s. Fluid injection began approximately 140–200 s prior to peak injection pressure. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f is measured within 
the injection well (cross-sectional area of 314 mm 2) at the center of the fault (z = 0.15 m) (note the difference in 
measurement locations of fluid injection pressure and slip/strain sensors, see Section 5.1 for additional details). 
All experiments reach a similar peak injection pressure, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f

max  = 7.2 ± 0.1 MPa and followed a similar trend as 
pressure built up to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f

max
 , followed by a 2 MPa drop in fluid pressure. The top, bottom, and sides of the sample 

(z = 0 m, z = 0.3 m, x = 0 m, and x = 3.1 m) were left open to atmospheric pressure during experiments, so we 
expect this drop happened when the fluid reached one of the fault edges and was able to escape.

Fluid injection resulted in aseismic and dynamic slip and local stress changes in all cases. In Figure 2, gradual 
increases in slip coincident with gradual changes in local shear stress indicate aseismic slip (i.e., Case C for time 
window shown). Sudden increases in slip at the same time as sudden drops in local shear stress indicate dynamic 
rupture events (i.e., Case B, t = 15.3 s). If the dynamic rupture event ruptured through the forcing end (x = 0 m, N 
side, see Figure 1b) of the sample where 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏SA is applied through a set of hydraulic cylinders (i.e., dynamic ruptures 
in Case A and B), events had an associated drop in 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏SA . The dynamic rupture event observed in Case C did not 
occur within the time window shown in Figure 2 but is shown in Figure 3c at t = 513 s, labeled “C2.”
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Figure 3 shows the spatio-temporal evolution of local shear stress changes overlaid on a colormap of slip rate to 
highlight how the fault transitioned from locked to dynamic rupture for each of the three cases. Top panels show 
slip rate and stress for the duration of fluid injection (note the different time scales). Middle panels show the 
same data from 0.5 s before to 3 s after 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f

max
 to compare the initial growth of induced aseismic slip on a uniform 

time scale. Bottom panels show a single fluid-triggered dynamic event for each case on a uniform time scale for 
comparison to show the rupture speed and extent.

In each of the three cases, slip starts in the center of the sample at x = 2.3 m, closest to the point of fluid injection 
(Figure 3a). In all cases, induced slip began within one second of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f

max
 and started as a small patch of aseismic 

slip with a slip rate less than 10 μm/s. The aseismic slip patch often included slow slip events. We define slow 
slip events as spontaneous increases in slip rate that did not exceed 10 mm/s. These events were often episodic, 
with slip rate inside the aseismic slip patch increasing and decreasing multiple times. The timing, slip rate, and 
rupture speed of the aseismic slip patch varied for each case. However, the location was generally consistent. 
Case A (high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 ) began to slip earlier (0.1 s before 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f

max
 ) than Case B (moderate 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 ) or C (low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 ) (0.2 and 0.3 s 

after 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
f

max
 ). In all cases slip was first measured at the sensor closest to the injection well (E12, x = 2.25 m), then 

expanded bilaterally. The aseismic slipping patch expanded quicker in Case A (510 mm/s) than Case B or C 
(390 mm/s and 78 mm/s). In Case A the slipping patch grew to be 1.2 m long over approximately 1 s, whereas in 
Case B it took 5 s to reach 1.2 m long and in Case C it took 310 s. Slow slip events occurred more rapidly in Case 
A than Cases B or C with distinct slow slip events starting less than a second after slip began (Figures 3d–3f). In 

Case A Case B Case C

Overall experiment properties 𝐴𝐴 𝜎𝜎n (MPa) 4.0 4.0 4.0

𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏0 (MPa) 3.5 3.2 2.7

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 (mL/min) 10 10 10

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑓𝑓

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (MPa) 7.2 7.3 7.1

Start of aseismic slip 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑓𝑓 (MPa) at start 7.0 7.0 6.6

𝐴𝐴 10 nm/s < �̇�𝐷 < 10𝜇𝜇m∕s Start time relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑓𝑓

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (s) −0.1 0.2 0.3

Total aseismic slip Maximum slip a , b (μm) 46.9 92.6 118.3

Induced slip with 𝐴𝐴 �̇�𝐷 𝐷 10𝜇𝜇m∕s Peak Slip Rate a (m/s) 7.7e−5 9.1e−5 3.1e−5

𝐴𝐴 Δ𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 b , c (MPa) −0.67/+0.34 −1.29/+0.58 −1.20/+1.11

Rupture extent (m) 1.4 1.6 1.6

Partial slip event Event name A1 B1 C1 (aseismic)

Largest slip event that did not rupture through either end of the sample 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑓𝑓 (MPa) 6.0 5.3 6.0

Start time relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑓𝑓

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (s) 0.8 6.8 0.3

Maximum slip a , b (μm) 9 5.7 43.5

Peak slip rate a (m/s) 3.0e−3 5.5e−3 3.1e−5

𝐴𝐴 Δ𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 b , c (MPa) −0.12/+0.08 −0.12/+0.09 −1.00/+0.82

Rupture extent b (m) 1.4 1.2 1.0

Dynamic slip event Event name A2 B2 C2

Largest dynamic rupture event produced by fluid injection 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑓𝑓 (MPa) 5.4 5.4 6.5

Start time relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
𝑓𝑓

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (s) 3.2 15.4 513

Maximum slip a , b (μm) 415.6 340.1 131.6

Peak Slip Rate a (m/s) 0.38 0.29 0.23

𝐴𝐴 Δ𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 b , c (MPa) −0.65 −0.55 −0.30/+0.40

Rupture extent b (m) Complete Complete 2.6

 aMaximum measured by any slip sensor.  bMeasured over a 1 s window centered around the rupture event.  cNegative values refer to the stress decrease within the slipped 
region and positive values refer to increases in shear stress on locked sections of the fault.

Table 1 
Experimental Summary
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Cases A and B slow slip events reached near-dynamic slip rates (1.2 mm/s) 
and radiated weak, low frequency seismic waves (detected with piezoelectric 
sensors that are not the focus of the current study) while in Case C slow 
slip events occurred hundreds of seconds apart and reached a maximum slip 
rate of 16 μm/s without any detectable seismic waves. The seismic radiation 
observed here was nearly identical that of slow slip events described by Wu 
and McLaskey (2019).

Table 1 summarizes the experimental parameters for each of the three cases 
and shows the details of events within each case. “Total aseismic slip” refers 
to the total slip that occurred with slip rate, 𝐴𝐴 �̇�𝐷 , below 10 μm/s from the start of 
fluid injection to just prior to the initiation of the dynamic slip event. Slip that 
exceeds 10 μm/s, such as the slow slip events A1 and B1, is excluded. Event 
C1 does not exceed 10 μm/s and is included in total aseismic slip. Aseismic 
slip is measured using sensor E12 located closest to the point of fluid injection 
and was always the sensor that measured the most slip. “Partial slip event” 
refers to the fastest and largest slow slip event that did not rupture through 
the ends of the sample and occurred prior to a dynamic rupture (Events A1, 
B1, and C1). Partial rupture events have a rupture extent less than the sample 
length (3.1 m). Slip sensors that were spaced 0.2 m apart were used to deter-
mine the rupture length, which limited the resolution. “Dynamic slip event” 
refers to the largest dynamic rupture produced by fluid injection (Events A2, 
B2, and C2).

The largest slow slip event in each case (Events A1, B1, and C1 shown in 
Figure 3) significantly increased the size of the aseismic slipping patch and 
resulted in a significant change in shear stress. These events are partial slip 
events, meaning they only ruptured part of the fault, while both ends of the 
sample remained locked. Event B1 slipped fastest, followed by Event A1 then 
C1. However, Event B1 slipped less than A1. Event C1 slipped more than A1 
or B1 despite slipping significantly slower. The start and end of Event C1 
was less well-defined than A1 or B1 since it accelerated and decelerated very 
gradually. Details of these events are listed in Table 1.

In each case, dynamic events (Events A2, B2, and C2) initiated from within the slow slipping patch (e.g., 
Figure 3g shows dynamic rupture initiation from t = 3.22–3.24 s at x = 1.9 m), but not from the same location 
as where aseismic slip initiated (x = 2.25 m). In events A2 and B2, dynamic rupture propagated along the entire 
length of the fault. Event C2 only ruptured a portion of the fault from x = 0.2–3.1 m, leaving part of the fault, 
from x = 0.0–0.2 m locked (Figure 3i). Event C2 was slower and slipped less than A2 or B2. Details of these 
events are listed in Table 1.

3.2. Changes in τ Due To Aseismic and Seismic Slip

With continued injection and time, the slipping patch and fluid pressurized region grew. This decreased shear 
stress in the slipped region and increased shear stress on the surrounding locked patches. Figure 4a shows the 
change in stress from the start of fluid injection to just prior to dynamic rupture, while Figure 4b shows the change 
in stress due to dynamic rupture (Events A2, B2, C2). Fluid injection at x = 2.3 m resulted in decreased shear 
stress while the surrounding locked region increased in shear stress. This occurred because in each case induced 
aseismic slip prior to dynamic rupture elastically redistributed shear stress, creating a shear stress concentration 
beyond the point of fluid injection. Nehe edge of the sample (x = 3 m) did not see a significant increase in stress 
since it was allowed to release stress through the free surface. In Case A, this stress redistribution was small, and 
in Case C, a more significant redistribution of stress was observed. Some areas saw an increase of more than 
1 MPa over hundreds of seconds.

Both aseismic and dynamic slip had associated stress changes, but aseismic slip always caused a greater stress 
change than dynamic slip. This is illustrated particularly well in Case C. Event C1 occurred at t = 2 s, reached 

Figure 2. Results for Case A (high 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏0 , orange), B (moderate 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏0 , green), and 
C (low 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏0 , blue) overlaid for comparison. Data is time synchronized based 
on peak fluid injection pressure, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑓𝑓

max
 . (a) Fluid pressure measured in the 

injection well and sample-average shear stress, both measured by hydraulic 
sensors. Oscillations in fluid pressure are due to high-performance liquid 
chromatography pump strokes. (b) Displacement measurements, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 , from three 
slip sensors, offset by their location along the fault relative to the forcing end. 
(c) Local stress measurements, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴local from three strain gauges, offset by their 
location along the fault. Light blue dashed line in (b and c) indicates injection 
well at x = 2.33 m. Dynamic slip events are indicated by a sudden increase in 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 and, in cases that rupture the forcing end of the sample, a sudden decrease 
in 𝐴𝐴 𝜏𝜏SA . Aseismic slip is indicated by a gradual increase in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 and a gradual 
change in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴local .
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a maximum slip rate of 𝐴𝐴 1.5 × 10
−5

m∕s , and caused a 1.2  MPa decrease in stress close to the point of fluid 
injection at x = 2.3 m (Figure 4a). In comparison, Event C2 occurred at t = 513 s, reached a maximum slip rate 
of 𝐴𝐴 2.5 × 10

−3

m∕s , and caused a 0.2 MPa decrease in stress just outside of the pressurized zone at x = 1.75 m 
(Figure 4b). This event is a partial slip event, so local shear stress on the slipped section of the fault decreased, 
while shear stress on locked sections of the fault increased (Figure 3i). Similar results were seen in Cases A and 
B (Figure 4b).

3.3. Determination of Stress and Strength Levels

To better interpret the results described above, we estimated the spatial distribution of stress and strength (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak , 
and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual ) from local measurements of shear strain from 16 strain gauge pairs, as shown in Figure 5. 𝐴𝐴 𝝉𝝉𝟎𝟎 was meas-
ured just prior to the start of fluid injection and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual measurements were made from complete-rupture 
“shear-triggered” stick-slip events generated tens of seconds prior to the start of fluid injection. Figures 5a and 5b 
show an example shear-triggered slip event measured on all 16 strain gauge pairs. Figure 5c shows a single 
strain gauge pair from the same event over a shorter time window to demonstrate how 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual were 

Figure 3. Local shear stress and slip rate as a function of time and distance along the fault for Cases A, B, and C (vertical columns). Local shear stress is shown by 
black lines. Lines are offset along the y-axis by sensor location along the fault. Data is time synchronized based on peak fluid injection pressure, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

𝑓𝑓

max
 . Slip rate, based 

on displacement sensor measurements, is shown as a colormap. Top panels show long term trends at different time scales. Middle panels show the first 3 s of aseismic 
slip in each case. Bottom panels show a zoom in a single dynamic event with uniform time scales for each Case. Fluid was injected at x = 2.3 m.
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determined. It should be noted that 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual were estimated from 
dynamic shear strain measurements made at y = 7 mm from the fault. They 
do not necessarily reflect the precise on-fault dynamic stress amplitude, but 
may be distorted by their off-fault location, especially for rapidly propagat-
ing ruptures (Kammer & McLaskey, 2019; Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014; Xu 
et al., 2019). However, since the general shape of measured off-fault stress 
changes resemble those expected on the fault, we follow previous work (e.g., 
Okubo & Dieterich, 1984) and assume they are adequate proxies for on-fault 
quantities. Limits to the above assumption may be the reason for the variation 
in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak estimated between different events (Figures 5d and 5e).

Once a section of the fault reaches peak shear stress, that section begins to 
slip and shear stress is reduced to a minimum, referred to as 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual . In this 
study, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual is taken from the first stress drop which is associated with the 
primary rupture in the event. Secondary ruptures or reflected shear waves 
may decrease the final shear stress even further beyond 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual (overshoot) 
(Kanamori & Rivera, 2006) or may increase stress above 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual (undershoot) 
(Madariaga, 1976). In our analysis we do not consider overshoot or under-
shoot and only consider 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual calculated before the rupture propagates to the 
end of the sample.

We estimated 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual for each of the three complete-rupture shear-triggered events generated prior to 
fluid injection in Case A, B, and C. Figure 5d shows an example comparison of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak for three events prior to Case 
A experiments. These values were found to be consistent to within ±0.23 MPa across multiple events within the 
same run despite differences in initiation location (Event 1 initiated around x = 2.1 m and Events 2 and 3 initiated 
around x = 0.5 m). Similar results were seen for 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual and for Case B and C. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual measurements were 
found to be consistent to within ±0.45 MPa across the three cases (A, B, and C) which were conducted as separate 
experimental runs on the same day (Figure 5e). This variation in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual strength estimates is shown by 
the gray shaded region in Figures 5f and 5g and compared to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 measured prior to fluid injection for the three 
cases. Despite the large uncertainty, these values illustrate the initial stress levels, relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual as a 
function of distance along the fault.

The relative distributions of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 as a function of distance along the fault shown in Figures 5f and 5g illustrate how 
close each case was to a critically stressed condition at the start of fluid injection. Figure 5f shows shear stress 
as a function of distance along the fault. This absolute measure of stress is made by comparing stress levels to a 
measurement made at the start of the experiment when stress on the sample was very low (∼50 kPa). Figure 5g 
shows the same data relative to the average 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak from all three cases. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual are taken as the average value 
from three shear-triggered stick-slip events at the beginning of each experiment. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 is the shear stress measured 
just prior to fluid injection. For Cases A and B, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak > 𝐴𝐴0 > 𝐴𝐴residual at all locations along the fault. For Case C, 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 < 𝐴𝐴residual for most of the fault.

In all cases, the absolute stress level varied along the length of the fault due to an uneven normal stress distri-
bution that naturally occurred on this apparatus (Ke et  al., 2018, Figure 3f). In the experiments presented in 
this paper, frustrated Poisson stresses built up from an increase in normal stress had been relieved prior to fluid 
injection by multiple complete-rupture events. Prior to fluid injection, the distribution of shear stress tended 
to match the expected distribution of normal stress, with higher stress near x  =  3  m (see Figure  5f). This 
suggests that the fault was approximately uniformly critically stressed. These conditions resulted in regular sets 
of complete-rupture shear-triggered rupture events, unlike the “Poisson” experiments reported previously (Ke 
et al., 2018; McLaskey, 2019; Wu & McLaskey, 2019), where the initial shear and normal stress distribution 
were uneven and varied from event to event. During fluid injection, the normal stress distribution on the fault was 
constant in time, although non-uniform in space.

Figure 4. (a) Change in shear stress from the start of fluid injection to the 
initiation of a dynamic event as a function of distance along the fault. Fluid 
is injected at 2.3 m. (b) Change in local shear stress from a 1 s time window 
centered around the largest fluid-triggered dynamic slip event in each Case. 
In Case A and B this event ruptured the entire fault, which resulted in a 
negative stress change over the entire fault, while Case C only ruptured from 
x = 0.2–3 m, which resulted in positive stress change around the locked patch.
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4. Hydraulic Diffusivity From a Shut-In Test and Numerical Model
The injection trough was used to perform a shut-in test to constrain fault diffusivity. Results from the shut-in test 
were matched to a 2D diffusion model, shown in Figure 6. A monitoring well was used to measure fluid pressure 
530 mm from the edge of the injection well, but there was no observed change in fluid pressure at the monitoring 
well.

To match the injection well pressure decay results, a finite-difference model was created to match experimental 

measurements to diffusion parameters using a 2D diffusion equation 𝐴𝐴
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
= 𝛼𝛼

(

𝜕𝜕
2
𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2
+

𝜕𝜕
2
𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕2

)

 . In this equation, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴  is 

the fluid pressure and the hydraulic diffusion coefficient is 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 =
𝑘𝑘

𝛽𝛽𝑐𝑐𝑣𝑣
 , where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the fault permeability, 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 is the 

storage coefficient, and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the fluid's dynamic viscosity. Initial and boundary conditions in the model were set to 

Figure 5. (a and b) Shear stress as measured by strain gauge pairs at 16 points along the fault. Traces are offset by the gauge 
location along the fault for clarity. Measurements show a shear-triggered event which nucleated at x = 0.5 m and ruptured 
the entire length of the fault (to both x = 0 m and x = 3.1 m). (c) Close up of a strain gauge S16 measurements normalized at 
the start of the experiment when applied stress was low, during the shear-triggered event shown in (a and b) to demonstrate 
how 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak , and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual were chosen at every gauge location. (d) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak from Event 1, 2, and 3, shown relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak from Event 
1 as a function of distance along the fault for 3 different shear-triggered events from Case A. (e) Average 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak from Case 
A, B, and C shown relative to 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak from Case A. (f and g) 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 for Case A, B, and C compared to the average 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual 
across all events and all cases. Shaded gray region indicates range of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual values. (f) Shows the shear stress values 
normalized by the start of the experiment. (g) Shows the same data normalized by 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴peak for each case.
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match experimental measurements (Figure 6a). The edges of the fault were modeled using a Dirichlet boundary 
condition with an imposed pressure of 0 MPa, since they were open to atmospheric pressure during experiments. 
For computational efficiency, a symmetry boundary condition was used along the x and z centerline of the fault. 
Initially, the fluid pressure on the modeled fault was zero. After time zero, experimental pressure measurements 
made at the injection trough were imposed as a boundary condition in the injection region, modeled as an area 
representing the size and location of the experimental injection trough. At t = 120 s, the imposed boundary condi-
tion at the injection region was removed and replaced with a symmetry boundary condition at x = 1.55 m and 
z = 0.15 m (purple lines in Figure 6a) and a diffusion boundary condition at x = 1.6 m and z = 0.14 m (dashed 
lines in Figure  6a). The pressure in the injection region was allowed to freely decrease as pressure diffused 
away from the shut-in injection trough. 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 was varied to match the modeled pressure decay to the experimental 

measurements. The model with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = 1 × 10
−5  m 2/s best matched the experimental pressure decay in the injection 

well in terms of both shape and magnitude (Figure 6b). Modeled injection well pressure with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = 1 × 10
−6  m 2/s 

and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 = 1 × 10
−4  m 2/s are shown in Figure 6b for comparison. We did not consider any coupled poromechanical 

behavior such as changes in permeability due dilation or compaction from changes in effective normal stress or 
slip in this model.

Figure 6. 2D diffusion model used to estimate the diffusivity of the fault. (a) Schematic of the diffusion model shows the 
fault face. The injection well, shown in blue, has experimental pressure measurements imposed for the first 120 s, then was 
free after 120 s. A symmetry boundary condition was imposed at x = 0 m and z = 0 m. The edges of the fault (x = 1.5 m 
and z = 0.14 m), which were open to atmospheric pressure during the experiment, were modeled as free surfaces where 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
f  = 0 MPa. (b) Modeled fluid pressure in the injection well (top) and monitoring well (bottom) as a function of time for 

three values of 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 compared with the experimental measurements. (c) Pressure along the fault at t = 250 s (d–(f) show fluid 
pressure during experiments based on pressure measured in the injection well and diffusion parameters determined by the 
shut-in test. The pressure scale for (d–f) is the same as (c). (d) shows fluid pressure 3 s after 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f

max when Event A2 occurred, 
(e) shows fluid pressure 15 s after 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴

f

max when Event B2 occurred, and (f) shows fluid pressure 513 s after 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
f

max
 when Event C2 

occurred.
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The hydraulic diffusivity of the laboratory fault was found to be consistent with previous studies of granite/
granite faults but lower than faults in permeable rocks such as sandstone or fault zones at shallow depths. Other 
granite laboratory faults have been measured to have diffusion coefficients of 𝐴𝐴 10

−5  m 2/s (Passelègue et al., 2018) 
and 7.5 × 10 −5 m 2/s (Bartlow et al., 2012) and corresponding permeabilities of 5 × 10 −14 to 3 × 10 −16 m 2 (Bartlow 
et al., 2012) and 7.895 × 10 −17 (Kranz et al., 1979). Diffusivity of faults at shallow depths, typically targeted for 
fluid injection, varies but is typically on the order of 10 −1 to 10 −2 m 2/s (Bhattacharya & Viesca, 2019; Goebel & 
Brodsky, 2018).

5. Discussion
5.1. Differences in Measurement Locations

It is worth noting that we compare slip measurements on the top of the sample (z = 0.3 m) to fluid pressure meas-
ured at the center of the fault, at z = 0.15 m. This results in some discrepancies in the timing of slip compared to 
the timing of peak fluid pressures (i.e., Figure 2). We expect that slip begins when the Coulomb failure criteria 
is exceeded. However, we cannot measure fault slip until the slipping patch has grown to the full depth of the 
sample (0.3 m).

Similarly, overpressures at the injection point are measured, but we cannot directly compare them to slip or local 
stress measurements made on the top of the sample. Since the diffusivity of the fault is very low and sample sides 
are open to atmospheric pressure (See Section 4), it is likely that only a small section of the fault (likely 710 mm 2 
based on the diffusion model described in Section 4) has exceeded sample average normal stress when peak fluid 
pressure is reached, suggesting that the overpressures only affected a very small portion of the fault, far from 
sensor measurements.

5.2. Growth of Aseismic Slip Patch

We find that the location and timing of aseismic slip initiation was consistent with expectations based on Coulomb 
failure stress (Scholz, 2002). In all cases, slip was first measured by the strain gauge and slip sensor closest to 
the point of fluid injection, where effective normal stress was reduced the most. Slip was first measured shortly 
after the injection well reached MPa-level pressures. We observed that the fault began to slip earliest (relative to 
the start of fluid injection) in Case A and latest in Case C. This aligns with Coulomb friction model since Case 
C had lower 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 and therefore required a larger reduction in effective normal stress to initiate slip than Case A or 
B. Additionally, shear stress drop measured by strain gauges near the expected fluid pressurized region (1 MPa) 
was significantly greater than shear stress drop measured away from the pressurized region (0.2 MPa) (Figures 4 
and 7). This observation is also consistent with the Coulomb friction model since within the pressurized region 
effective normal stress was decreased by MPa levels which decreased the 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual by a similar amount.

In our experiments with high initial stress (Cases A and B), the expansion of fault slip outpaced that of the fluid 
pressurized region and was driven by elastic stress transfer from the aseismic slip front. Figure  7 compares 
the extent of the fluid pressurized region with the locations of slip (a, b, c) and changes in shear stress and 
cumulative slip (d, e, f). Due to the limited number of slip measurements along the fault, the expansion of the 
slow slipping region appears jagged and stair-stepped (e.g., Figure 7a, from t = 0–1 s), but based on smooth 
slip and strain measurements we believe the slow slipping region expanded smoothly and continuously. It only 
expanded  suddenly and rapidly when a slow slip event or dynamic slip occurred, as indicated in Figure 7b. In 
Case A and B, the aseismic slip patch expanded quickly (510 mm/s and 390 mm/s, respectively) and outpaced 
the pressurized region. In Case C, slip expanded slower (78 mm/s), and the extent of slip more closely tracked 
the fluid pressurized region. In Case C, the slipping region expanded slower (78 mm/s), and the extent of slip 
more closely tracked the fluid pressurized region. Wynants-Morel et al. (2020) observed similar expansion rates 
from computational models, ranging from 25 to 420 mm/s depending on background stress levels. Yang and 
Dunham (2021) found modeled expansion rates to vary from 0.12 to 12 mm/s and found a correlation between 
expansion rate and background stress. In-situ measurements based on seismicity migration range from 12 μm/s in 
Cahuilla, California (Ross et al., 2020) to 12 mm/s in the Yellowstone caldera (Shelly et al., 2013). In all cases, 
aseismic slip created a region of increased shear stress beyond the area affected by fluid pressure. In agreement 
with previous modeling studies (Garagash & Germanovich, 2012; Yang & Dunham, 2021), we conclude that in 
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high stress cases, slip can quickly outpace fluid pressure, but in low stress cases aseismic slip cannot be sustained 
beyond the fluid pressurized region.

We believe we can rule out the possibility that the slip patch expanded solely as a result of the fluid pressure 
front since the measured expansion rates described previously are much larger than the modeled expansion of 
the fluid pressure front (1.9 mm/s). While the modeled diffusivity does not consider the effect of prestress or 
slip-enhanced permeability, recent studies showed that the 10× increase in diffusivity associated with fault reac-
tivation was  primarily due to a decrease in effective normal stress with smaller contributions from slip and 
prestress (Almakari et al., 2020; Yang & Dunham, 2021). Even with an order of magnitude increase in diffusivity, 
slow slip in Cases A and B would still propagate faster than the fluid pressure front.

Slow slip events and seismic slip events assisted with the expansion of the aseismic slip patch. Note that similar 
progressions of slow slip events were also observed in other laboratory experiments on a dry fault (McLaskey, 2019, 
Figure 4d). Both slow slip (Figure 3, Events A1, B1, and C1) and seismic slip (Figure 3, Events A2, B2, and C2) 
initiated within the aseismic slipping patch and rupture propagated into the locked sections of the fault, beyond 
the boundaries of what was previously slow slipping. Both also caused significant changes in shear stress which 
promoted larger subsequent events. Seismic slip resulted in sudden changes in slip rate, slip extent, and stress, 
while slow slip caused more gradual changes.

Figure 7. Slip rate and fluid pressurized region over the duration of fluid injection for Case A (a), Case B (b), and Case C (c). Fluid pressure contours are determined 
using a 2D diffusion model with α = 1 × 10 −5 m 2/s and are shown for 1 Pa, 1 kPa, and 1 MPa taken at the center of the fault (Figure 6, z = 0.15 m). The colormap 
shows log slip rate measured for the entire duration of fluid-triggered slip. (d–f) Show modeled fluid pressure and measured slip and changes in shear stress on the same 
scale as a function of distance along the fault at a single time point. Time points are marked with a black dashed line in (a–c). Change in shear stress is the difference in 
shear stress from the start of injection to the time point shown.
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5.3. Initiation of Dynamic Slip

A close look at the slip measurements for the different cases highlights the variability of the dynamic rupture 
initiation process. Figure 8 provides an image of spatio-temporal evolution of the initiation of slip and compares 
a 1 s time window of slow and fast events generated under different stress cases. Here we make a distinction 
between the aseismic slipping patch, described Section 5.2, and the initiation of dynamic slip, a more localized 
acceleration of slip that quickly grew to dynamic rupture. The distinction is well illustrated in Case C where the 
initial growth of the aseismic slipping patch and the initiation of dynamic slip were separated by hundreds of 
seconds (Figures 3c and 3i). As mentioned before, dynamic rupture initiated from within the aseismic slipping 
patch (e.g., at x = 1.6–1.9 m in Figures 8f and 8g), but not from the same location as where aseismic slip initiated 
(x = 2.25 m). The 1 s time windows shown in Figure 8 allow us to focus on the initiation of dynamic slip and not 
the aseismic slipping patch. In Figure 8, each line represents a snapshot of the slip distribution along the fault 
relative to slip at the beginning of the time window. As a result, lines that are spaced further apart indicate fast 
slip (>1 mm/s) while closely spaced lines that show the pink-purple color banding indicate slow slip (μm/s).

Dynamic rupture sometimes grew from a region of the fault that was actively slow slipping (1–10 μm/s), often 
described as the nucleation region, but other times the initiation of dynamic slip occurred more abruptly, with an 
abbreviated nucleation region. For example, Figure 8f shows that dynamic rupture (Event A2) initiated from the 
left edge of a 1.4 m slow slipping patch (from x = 1.7–3.1 m). Figure 8g (Event B2) shows a similar example. 
In general, the initiation of these events is quite similar to initiation observations on the same sample under dry 
conditions without fluid pressure (McLaskey, 2019). However, fluid-triggered events show nucleation regions 
that are ∼50% larger than the nucleation regions of shear-triggered events (Figures 8a and 8e), likely because the 
low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴n,effective caused an increase in 𝐴𝐴 𝐴

∗ . In contrast, Event C2, shown in Figure 8h, initiated more abruptly from 
within a 1.5 m aseismic slipping patch without much indication of slip acceleration or of a nucleation region. This 
is unexpected since Event C2 likely had a larger fluid-pressurized region which would theoretically increase 𝐴𝐴 𝐴

∗ 
compared to Events A2 and B2 (Figures 8f and 8g). It is also unexpected since Gvirtzman and Fineberg (2021) 
found that events in low stress states nucleate slower than those in high stress states. However, McLaskey (2019) 
illustrated many cases where initiation occurred far more abruptly than expected, and this resulted either from 
sudden initiation on a stuck patch or increases in loading rate after a “hold” period. It is possible that since Event 

Figure 8. Slip as a function of distance and time for the initiation of eight distinct slip events. The top row shows slip events that only ruptured a portion of the fault. 
The bottom row shows rupture events that ruptured the entire length of the fault (except for panel h, which was the largest fluid-triggered event in Case C). Each panel 
shows a 1 s window centered around individual slip events. Lines are plotted every 200 µs and the color of the line cycles from dark purple to light pink every 0.1 s 
(a and e) show events that are triggered solely by an increase in shear stress. These events were chosen since they initiated in a similar location to the fluid-triggered 
events. Fluid-triggered events are shown for Case A (b and f), Case B (c and g), and Case C (d and h).
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C2 occurred 513 s from the start of fluid injection it had significantly longer to heal than Events A2 and B2 that 
occurred 3.2 and 15.4 s from the start of fluid injection. Other studies also described how complicated initiation 
processes can result from fault strength heterogeneity (Cattania & Segall, 2021) or local loading rate perturba-
tions (Kaneko et al., 2016; Kato et al., 1992; McLaskey & Kilgore, 2013).

5.3.1. Successful Initiation Under Low τ0 Conditions

In Case C, the fault was initially neither favorable for slip nor dynamic rupture. Case C required continued fluid 
injection and stress redistribution from induced aseismic slip to both initiate and sustain dynamic rupture (Event 
C2). Even then, Event C2 initially only propagated along areas of the fault where elastic stress transfer from 
aseismic slip increased shear stress levels above 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual (x = 1.3–2.0 m, shown in Figure 4a) or fluid pressure 
had lowered 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴n,effective . The C2 rupture front stopped at x = 1.2 m once it ruptured beyond the region of stress 
change, then it restarted again once the other edge of the rupture had propagated through the edge of the sample 
at x = 3.1 m, before it finally terminated at x = 0.2 m, as shown in Figures 3i and 8h. Nucleation requirements 
were met but rupture stopped once it propagated into a region where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 ≤ 𝐴𝐴residual and the dynamic rupture could 
not be sustained. This suggests that fluid injection into a low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 fault system is not limited to aseismic slip but can 
also induce dynamic events that are ultimately confined to the fluid-perturbed region.

5.3.2. Failed Initiation Under High τ0 Conditions

Case A was highly stressed and aseismic slip began just before 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴
f

max was reached. However, despite the high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , 
the slipping patch was initially unable to meet initiation criteria, which prevented dynamic rupture at first. Event 
A1, shown in Figure 8b occurred under near critical stress conditions (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 > 𝐴𝐴residual , Case A in Figures 5f and 5g) 
but only ruptured a portion of the fault. Slip rate remained just below dynamic levels and the event slowed rather 
than accelerating into a dynamic event, so we conclude that while the fault was favorable for slow slip, other 
criteria that were required for the fault to ignite dynamic rupture were not met. Only the fluid-pressurized region 
(∼0.2 m from x = 2.2–2.4 m, Figure 6d) was favorable for slip initiation (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 = 𝐴𝐴peak ) and this was apparently not 
enough to initiate dynamic rupture. It was not until the aseismic slipping patch grew and the associated stress 
redistribution loaded neighboring fault patches that a dynamic event was able to initiate and rupture the entire 
fault (Event A2, Figure 8f).

The details behind why dynamic rupture did not initiate in Event A1, specifically what dynamic initiation criteria 
were required and not met, are not completely understood. The fault was sufficiently stressed to sustain dynamic 
rupture as evidenced by Event A2 which occurred a short time later. The extent of slow slip in Event A1 (>1 m, 
Figure 8b) appeared to match or exceed the nucleation size observed in other events (e.g., Figure 8f). Something 
inhibited slip from accelerating in Event A1. Dilatancy may play a role; as slip accelerates the fault dilates, 
reduces fluid pressure, and increases effective normal stress and strengthens the fault, thus inhibiting dynamic 
rupture. However, slow slip events can occur on dry faults (Leeman et al., 2016; Mclaskey & Yamashita, 2017), 
and a similar slow slip oscillation was observed just prior to dynamic rupture on the same sample under dry 
conditions (as reported by McLaskey (2019), Figure 4d) so the differences between A1 and A2 are not entirely 
due to fluid-related dilatancy effects. It is also possible that the dynamic rupture initiation process was strongly 
affected by a locally heterogeneous pressure, strength, and permeability due to asperities in both x and z direc-
tions, which have been exhibited through grooves on the laboratory fault surfaces (Brodsky et al., 2020).

5.4. Driving Mechanism Varies Based on Background Stress Levels

The driving force behind induced seismicity differs between the high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 and the low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 cases: high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 cases were 
primarily driven by elastic stress transfer while low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 cases were primarily driven by fluid injection (Figure 9).

When 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 > 𝐴𝐴residual , the aseismic slip patch quickly outpaced the fluid pressurized region, elastically redistributed 
shear stress, and primed the fault for initiation of dynamic slip. Once a dynamic event was initiated, there was 
ample fuel for the rupture to propagate along the entire fault (Figure 9a). The fluid pressurized region did not 
significantly increase over the duration of slip, aseismic or seismic (Figure 7a), suggesting that elastic stress 
transfer was the primary driving force. In cases with high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , fluid pressure perturbation was only needed to meet 
initiation criteria for dynamic rupture. We also observed that local stress changes associated with aseismic slip 
were always greater than stress changes associated with dynamic slip in our experiments.
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When 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 < 𝐴𝐴residual , growth of the aseismic slipping patch more closely 
matched the growth of the fluid pressurized region (Figure 7c). Expansion 
of aseismic slip was fueled by continued injection rather than strain energy 
stored in the fault rocks (Figure 9b). Similarly, dynamic rupture was limited by 
the extent of the fluid pressurized zone and region affected by fluid-induced 
aseismic slip. This suggests that slip was primarily driven by fluid injection.

This difference in driving mechanisms was also observed by Wynants-Morel 
et al. (2020) who saw a marked difference in the migration velocity of seis-
mic events depending on if the aseismic slip front or fluid pressure front 
was driving the observed seismic events. Similar to our experiments, they 
observed that the transition from injection-driven to stress-driven front prop-
agation occurred when background shear stress was above 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴residual .

5.5. Relation to Observed Seismicity

These experiments provide insight into the observations of induced seismic-
ity on natural faults. Case A relates to injection into a high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 region near 
a fault that is ready to sustain dynamic rupture and only needs to initiate a 
dynamic event. This situation will produce large dynamic events, with few 
small events such as the events that occurred in 2017 in Pohang, South Korea 
(Kim et al., 2018; Langenbruch et al., 2020). Initiation is controlled by fluid 
injection, but once initiated, event size is limited by the presence of fault 
geological or rheological barriers, rather than the extent of a fluid pressurized 
region.

Case C relates to injection into a low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 region. The fault is not favorable for 
dynamic rupture and results in predominantly aseismic slip. The low stress 
case may help explain field experiments of Guglielmi, Cappa, et al. (2015). 
Micro seismicity was triggered, likely due to fault heterogeneities, but the 
bulk of deformation was aseismic (Cappa et al., 2019; Guglielmi, Elsworth, 
et al., 2015, and the expansion of the slow slipping region was inferred to be 
slow (cm/s, Guglielmi, Elsworth, et al., 2015). Another contributing factor 
was likely a large 𝐴𝐴 𝐴

∗ due to low normal stress and velocity dependent frictional 
properties, and as a result, the slipping patch never grew large enough or fast 

enough to initiate dynamic rupture (Cappa et al., 2019). The low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 explanation matches results from Larochelle 
et al. (2021) who found that models with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 < 𝐴𝐴residual best matched experimental measurements. Although slip 
may have been able to propagate beyond the pressurized region, its expansion was ultimately controlled by fluid 
injection-induced stress changes and was largely confined to the fluid-perturbed region, preventing the slipping 
patch from reaching 𝐴𝐴 𝐴

∗ .

6. Conclusions
Background stress on the fault 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , relative to fault strength levels, is a critical factor in determining both the ease at 
which earthquakes are initiated and the extent of their rupture. We conducted laboratory experiments with direct 
fluid injection at various 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 levels. All cases resulted in induced aseismic slip followed by dynamic slip. At high 

𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 this aseismic slip was necessary to initiate dynamic slip, but once initiated, the fault was sufficiently stressed 
to produce a “runaway” dynamic rupture that was sustained by initial stress rather than fluid-induced stress 
changes. At low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , significant amounts of aseismic slip, driven by fluid injection, were required to modify the 
fault stress state before the fault was favorable to initiate or sustain dynamic rupture. The start of slip, initiation 
of dynamic rupture, and rupture extent were controlled by fluid injection. In this case, rupture size was controlled 
by the fluid injection since it arrested soon after it propagated outside of the fluid perturbed region. Most of our 
observations matched expectations from modeling studies. For example, the expansion of the aseismic slip patch 
was faster in high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 cases and slower in low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 cases. In high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 cases, aseismic slip quickly outpaced the diffusing 

Figure 9. Schematic depicting the fuel available for dynamic rupture due 
to fluid injection and resulting aseismic slip under (a) high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 conditions 
(𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 > 𝐴𝐴residual ) and (b) low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 conditions (𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 < 𝐴𝐴residual ). Lighter blue and green 
lines depict approximate distributions of fluid pressure and shear stress, 
respectively, at time t1, while darker blue and green lines correspond to 
t2. In the high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , there is fuel for fluid induced slip to rupture beyond the 
pressurized region. In the low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 case, rupture is limited to the area affected by 
increased fluid pressure and induced aseismic slip.
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fluid pressure front but it more closely matched the fluid pressure front in low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 cases. Based on differences in 
aseismic slip expansion and dynamic rupture termination, our observations support Wynants-Morel et al. (2020) 
who proposed that induced slip is primarily driven by elastic stress transfer when 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 > 𝐴𝐴residual and fluid injection 
when 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 < 𝐴𝐴residual .

However, the details of dynamic rupture initiation observed in our experiments paint a more complicated picture. 
In our experiments, fluid injection initially produced slow slip events that accelerated beyond background slip 
rates, but failed to initiate dynamic slip, even under high 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 conditions. Fluid-induced slow slip events did cause 
rapid expansion of the slow slipping region. On the other hand, under low 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴0 , dynamic rupture was able to initi-
ate  rather abruptly and unexpectedly from within the fluid perturbed region. The nucleation of dynamic rupture is 
complex, likely because stress heterogeneity introduced by fluid injection, loading rate effects, and other nuanced 
nucleation criteria are important in fluid injection, as the fault is unevenly loaded by fluid pressure and elastic 
stress transfer.

Data Availability Statement
Data used in this paper were acquired during laboratory experiments conducted at Cornell University. Data 
reported here are publicly available online at (https://ecommons.cornell.edu/handle/1813/111278).
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